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(Sec attached service list for appearances.) 

OPINION 

Summary 
This decision establishes costs of c('pitat for Pacific Gas alid Electric Company 

(pG&E) [or calendar year 1998 as foHows: 

Des<ription Capital Ratios Cost \Veighted Cost 

Long-Term Debt 46.20% 7.36% 3.40% 
Preferred Stock 5.80% 6.65% 0.39% 
Common Equity 48.00% 11.20% 5.38% 
Total 100.00% 9.17% 

The estimated revenue requirement impact of adopting a rate of relurn (ROR) of 

9.17% for PG&E is a decrease of $41.3 million for the electric department al\d a decrease 

of $12.8 million (or the gas deparlment, fOf a tolal decre("lse of $54.1 miUion. 

Additionally, ROR workshops arc ordered to (ommence prior to Febmary 1998 on the 

topic of unbundled utility sccvices. 

Procedure 
On May 8, 1997, PG&E filf!d this application to establish its annual cost of capital 

for carendar year 1998. 
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A prehearing conference was held on July 10, 1997, at which time the following 

1997 hearing schedule was adopted. 

ORA and Intervenor Testimony 
Rebu\t.,l Testimony 
Hearings 
Concurrent Opening Brief 
Concurrent Reply Brief 
DRI Update 

August 15 
August 29 
September 10-12 
September 24 
October 1 
October 10 

The matter was submitted upon r~cipt of the DRI/McGraw-BiH (DRI) update 

on October 10, 1997. 

Parties who actively participated in this case by providing teslin\ony and filing 

briefs arc: PG&E; Of(jce of Ratepayer Advoc~tes (ORA), the United States Department 

of the Navy and the Deparlment of Ocfense (000), The Utilil}' Reform Network 

(TURN), and Ron Knecht and Ray Czahar (KC). 

Background 
Each year, PG&E applies to the Commission for authority to establish its 

authorized rate of return on common equity (ROE), its authorized capital structure, and 

its overall ROR. The present application seeks Commission approval for calendar year 

1998 of the following capital ratios and costs: 

Description Capital Ratios Cost \Veighted Cost 

Long-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 
Total 

46.20% 
5.80% 

48.00% 
100.00% 

7.37% 
6.65% 

12.25% 

3.40% 
0.39''10 
5.88% 
9.67% 

No party has challenged appJic<lllt's rccommended cost of preferred stock and 

long-term debt, nor has any party challenged its recommended capital structure. These 

unopposed recommendations leave only the ROE in dispute. 

The Commission determines ROE in an incremental manner. Each year the 

Cotnmission considers many factors when determining the incremental change in ROE, 

including but not limited to the results from (ertain financial models, shifts in interest 

r.lles, changes in the economy and the crCtiit risk of the applicant. The Commission 
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relies on three bare-bom's financial models for forec(1sting ROE. These arc the 

discounted cash flow (DC F) mode), the risk premium (RP) model, and the capital asset 

pricing model (CAPM). \Vhile the absolute values of outputs from these models do not 

set ROE, they do provide a valuable guide in our analysis, which is tempered with a 

great deal of judgment. (Set Decision (D.) 96-11-060.) 

Our approach is to begin with the last authorized ROE (or applicant, then use the 

recognized models and other pertinent information to gain information about the 

dirc<:tion and magnitude of ROE changes that arc appropriate in light of the current 

conditions. The models produce a range o( reasonable values, assisting in the 

deternlination of a tair and reasonable ROE. (See 0.94-11-076,57 CPUC2d 533, 542; 

D.92-II-047, 46 CPUC2d 319, 357.) In assessing modeling results, the Commission looks 

to consistency and an incremental approach. As even minor changes to a financial 

model's inputs can produce major changes in the output ROEs, we have stressed the 

need (or consistent bare-bones models with inputs that do not change markedly (rom 

year to year. (Set Decisions, supra.) 

DOD, ORA, and I'G&E have followed, to a greater or It'SSCr degree, the 

incremental approach as established in our prior decisions, while TURN and KC have 

not. Succeeding sections set forth each parly's ROE recommendation together with our 

discussion of that recommendation. 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
PG&E recommends a ROE of 12.25% or 65 basis points above the 1997 return. 

The revenue requirement impact of PG&E's request is an incrNse of $40.9 million (or its 

electric department and an increase of $12.7 million for its gas department, (or a total 

increase of $53.6 million. 

PG&E relies upon the simple average of its model results, approximately 12.25%, 

gi,,'ing equal weight to each model. 

PG&E's qualitative analysis is summarized in the direct testimony, as foHows: 

"PG&E has examined the risk profile of its (r"ditiona. electric and gas 
utility operations, excluding Diablo Canyon, and the level of interest r.ltcs. 
Specifically, the risks, both competitive and regulatory, posed by the 
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PoJic)' Decision to restructure California's electric industry through 
implementing a wholesale power exchange and retail competition on 
balance are greater than the levels of risk facing the utilities in the 
comparable group; 

"California electric and gas utilities face increased risk due to unbundling; 

"competitive and regulatory risks in PG&E's gas business have not 
diminished OVec the last year, and they continue to present investors a 
highly asymmetrical return profite; and 

lI]ong·term interest rates as of May 1997 have increased by about 60 basis 
points compared to Ic\'els at the thne of Decision 96-11·060." 

ORA, TURN and KC have uniformly criticized applicant's quantitative showing 

as being out of harmony with the Commission's incremental ROE poJicies. 

TURN comments on the risk premium model results as follows: 

" ... the worst of PG&E's financial model failings appear in use of the risk 
premium model. According to the n\odel, the return required by investors 
equals a risk-free return plus a risk premium on (OmnlOn equity. Last year 
PG&E estimated future risk premiums using two methods: (1) market 
retum calculated from 20 years of historical data, and (2) a 16-year 
historical OCF method, also calculated from 20 years of historical data. 
Last year's OCF results for these two methods produced ROE averages of 
12.84% and 9.28%, respecti\'ely. Ex. 6, p. 16, footnote 27. This year PG&E 
has eliminated the method that produced the lower ROE, and has reduced 
the historical data set for the market return method from. 20 years to 16 
years. The precise e(fed on ROE of dropping the historical DCF method 
from the risk premium model is unknown for test year 1998, but if PG&E 
did the same thing last year its average ROE estimate based on the risk 
premium model would have increased 1.78%, or 178 basis points. Ex. 6, 
p. 16. The e(fect of reducing the data set from 20 years to 16 years is even 
worse, PG&E has eliminated utility retllrn data (or the years 1977 through 
1980. Utility stock prices dropped significantly during that time, 
depressing ROE estimates derived from data series that include the years. 
For the 12 utilities that are common to PG&E's comparison group both 
last year and this year, the e(fe<:t of dropping four years of data is to 
increase the resulting ROE by 3.25%, or 325 basis points." 

Parties other than PG&E point out that applicant does not mention the enactment 

of Assembly Bill (An) 1890 in its prepared testimony. This legislation was enacted after 
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August 27, 1996, and thus was an e"ent descrving consideration in this year's ROE 

proceeding. 

Merrill Lynch described PG&E's long·term outlook as "definitely enhanced" by 

the adoption of AB 1890. 

Moody's rcc~ntly upgraded PG&E's credit rating, stating: 

"The upgrades result primarily from expectations for improving financial 
performance of Pacific Gas and ElectriC Company (PG&E) the regulated 
cle<tric utility operating subsidiary of flG&E Corporation, and the relative 
certainty of PG&E's financial performance over the foreseeable future." 

Department of Defense 
DOD recommends a ROE of 11.6% or no change from the 1997 return. 

DOD's shOWing in this proceeding closely {ollows Comnlission precedent. Its 

testimony represents that the same procedures were used in its preparation as were 

used last year. No party disputes either the assertion of consistency or the accuraC}' of 

the results presented. 

Tern\ing its rnodel results "incondusive/' DOD's witness cornpared current risk 

indicators (or I'G&E with the same indkators used in last year's testimony, showing 

that marginal changes in some indicators have been o((sel h)' changes in other 

indicators, as foHows: 

Value Line: 
Beta 
Safety Rank 
Financial Strength 
Prke Stability 
long·term Interest Cover<lgc 

Bond Ratings: 
Moody's 
S&P 

Beta 
Con,mon Stock Rank 
Fixed Charges Coverage 
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1997 

.70 
3 

B++ 
90 

3.4x 

Al 
A+ 

1.08 
8 

3.05x 

1996 

.80 
3 
A 
95 

4.5x 

A2 
A 

.63 
B 

4.19x 
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ooD's witness concludes: 

"There is not a strong case that PG&E is riskier than it was at this time last 
year. 

"It appears to me that the Company's case for an authorized return of 
12.25% is based on its assertion that competitive risk will increase, and this 
increase in risk entitles investors to higher returns. Its quantitative 
support is that its requested 12.25% taUs at the midpoint of its financial 
mooel results. Those results indicate a very broad range of estimates 
ranging f~om 1.3% to 16.1 %. In n\y opinion, little confidence can be put in 
such a broad range of estimates, and little weight should be given to a 
simple aVerage of these results. To be candid, the range of my results for 
the comparable electrks of 9.0% to 11.9% is greater than I would like it to 
be, but the top end of this range is still below the Com pants requested 
return. 

"Given the Comr'l\ission's practice of applying incremental changes to the 
authorized return Set in the prior )'ear's proceeding, I recommend that the 
cost of equity for Pacific Gas & Electric be continued at its present level of 
11.6%.11 

Office of Ratepayer Advocates 
ORA rC(ommends a ROE of 11.25% or no change from its initial 1997 

rCt:onlmendation. 

ORA's return on equity recommendations arc set forth in its dir('(t testimon}': 

t'The following arc ORA's major conclusions based upon the foregoing 
analysis and the analysis of the financial models contained in Chapter 2: 

"Current interest rate levels ate apprOXimately equal to the rates in effect 
during August 1996, when a joint recommendation was formulated for the 
1997 (ost of capital. 

"The cuu('nt interest rates and the interest rate forecast for 1998 are nearly 
equal indicating economic sttlbility during the test }'ear period. 

"Since last year's cost of (apitat proceeding the legislature has enacted AB 
1890 which has (('suited in a decline in business risk perception compared 
to Jast year. 

"There has been no change in Applicant's capital structure since last year, 
indic(lting no change in financial risk. 

"There has been no change in the t(\sults of the DCF and Risk Premium 
models sillce last year. The averdge of the range of the CAPM model has 
increased by 40 basis points to 10.60%. 
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"Based upon all of the above (actors taken in combination, ORA concludes that 
there has been no material change in any of the key factors considered in 
formulating an ROE rC<'ommendation since the last cost of capital proceeding in 
1996. Accordingly, ORAls recommended ROE (or PG&E is 11.25% which is the 
same recomniendation made in last year's proceeding." 

0.96-11-060 shows that ORA's initial position in the 1996 ROE case was 11.25%, 

but was changed to 11.60% by reason of its joinder with all parties in the Joint 

Recommendation which was adopted by the Commission. ORA points out that last 

yeM's authorized ROE of 11.60% cannot be used as a benchmark in terms of ORA's 

models because the 11.60% ROE was the product of a negotiated scUlement and is 

nonprC<'edentiat. 

The Utility Reform Network 
TURN recommends a ROE of 9.60%. If the Commission docs not accept a r('(ord 

estimate of tost of capital differences between applicable and inapplicable assets, then 

TURN recommends a 10.40% ROE, with resulting retuins on electric ratebase subjC<'t to 

redirection (rom operating costs to amortization of transition costs, with returns on gas 

ratebase subjC<'t to refund, and with PG&E tracking its 1998 returns on ratebase in 

memorandum accounts pending full litigation of unbundled costs of capital next year. 

TURN did not participate in PG&E ROE proc~dings in 1996. For this reason, 

TURN did not ('atelltate incremental financial model results. The witness states: 

"My rC<'ommended ROE is based on judgment guided by the resulls of 
financial model studies performed by others, and on studies to determine 
equity adjustments (or Cali(ornia industry ('onditions and for risks 
associated with PG&E assets to which the adopted ROE witt apply." 

b\ other words, TURN offers a tot"l ROE study r.,ther than the single year 

incremental study instructed by our d('(isions and followed by PG&E, ORA, and DOD 

in this proceeding. 

TURN believes that ROE (or gas and electric distribution scrvkes should be less 

than the ROE (or generation or transmission assets, but provides no quantitative 

evidence to support that belief. 
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PG&E, on the other hand, believcs that the incrcmenta) approach llllderstates the 

risks of distribution serviccs, but provides no quantitative evidence to support that 

belief. 

\Ve find there is insufficient evidence on the record (0 support a finding of ROE 

different (rom that determined by using the incremental approach. 

TURN's ideas may have nterit and may be presented in next years proceedings 

designed to establish cost of capital for utilities OJ\ an unbundled basis. \Ve decline to 

address those ideas at this time. 

Ron Knecht and Ray Czahal' 
KC tc<ommend a ROE of 11.60%, or no change from the 1997 return. 

KC's direct evidence, entitled "Expert Testimonies on Cost of Equity and 

Methodological Issues," present methodologies which ate new and different (rom those 

we ptcsc1ltly utilize. KC believe their sophisticatcd refineo\cnts will assisllhe 

Commission in more accurately deternlining the future ("ost of capital (or PG&E and 

other utilities. 

However, we will not entertain the KC methodology at this time as it lies beyond 

the scope of this proc~ing.ln 0.92-11·047, 46CPUC2d at 358, we said: 

"\Ve are willing to line tune our model analyses on the basis of evolving 
economic theory when pertinent. But this truncated annual proceeding is 
a cumbersome vehide for such proper evaluation. Its short hearing time 
and compacted schedule under the modified Rate Case Plan arc not 
conducive to extensive economic analysis." 

Financial Model Results 

The aver,lge results of parties' 1998 fjnancial model forecasts are shown in 

Tables 1 and 2 below. Table 1 displays the aVer,lge model results (or ROE. Table 2 

dcn\onstr.ltes the incremental change 01 the results (or 1998 compared to 1997. 
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Table 1 

Results of Financial Models (%) 
UM.ty ORA DOD Tum J:C 

1995 J9J7 1998 1997 J99S HJ7 1998 In7 19"9$ I9"J7 

OCF 8.59 N/A 9.10 9.02 9.39 10.77 8.97 N/A N/A N/A 
CAPl\1 12.42 N/A 10.60 10.20 12.08 11.52 10.63 N/A N/A N/A -

RP 15.58 N/A 9.17 9.21 11.04 10.95 11.48 N/A N/A N/A 

Note: Results for PG&E lor 1997 can not be presented. on a comparison basis becduse PG&E 
did nol (ompJete its analysis for 1998 in the same fashion as in the 1997 pr<x:ccding. 

Table ~ 
Financial Models 

In(l'emental Change from 1997 in Basis Points 
Ut{ily ORA DOD rum 

DCF NtA 8 ·138 N/A 
CAPM NtA 40 56 N/A 

RP NtA ·4 9 N/A 

Note: Results for PG&E for 1997 (all not be prC$('ntcd on a comparison basis because rG&E 
did not complete its analysis for 1998 in the same fashion as in the 1997 pr~«'ding. 

KC 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

Allhough we h<we repeatedly stressed the need to see the model results run on a 

consistent method (rom year to year (51 CPUC2d at 542,46 CPUC2d at 358, and in 

D.96-11-060, p. 14), this )'ear PG& E gave us incomparable results. For example, PG& H's 

data (or compar .. ~ble companies covered a 16-year period, rather than the 20 years that 

had been used last year to run the financial models. While PG&E claims this was the 

only data available, ooD explains how this change in the data provided to PG&E could 

have been overcome. PG&E acknowledges the impact of this change alone is 

apprOXimately 131 basis points (or its risk premium n\odel. 

\Ve have previously stated l liThe OCP, RPM and CAPM finanda) models arc 

useful in establishing a range of required returns to consider in selecting the authorized 

return and in evaluating trends of investor expectations whcn consistent assumptions 

and data sets arc used in the anal>tsis." (33 CPUC2d 525,514 (1989).) In 46 CPUC2d at 

358, we (equire that (equcsts to introduce new models or to make methodologk." 
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adjustments in the bare-bones OCF, RP, and CAPM models be dearly segregated from 

the bare-bones computations. PG&E did not present the bare-bones models consistent 

with last year's model alongside the new models it wishes us to consider. 

DRI Update 

In accordance with the Commission's rate case plan, ORA filed the ORI Update 

on October 10, 1997. The ORI update was gi\'en exhibit number 28 and received in 

evidence. 

ORtIs Interest Rates ForC<'ast is as follows: 

3-l\fonth Prime Commercial Paper 
I-Year Treasury Bill 
3O-Year Treasury Bond 
AA Utility Bond 
Bond Buyer Index of 20 G.O. Municipals 

October 1997 
Forecast (or 

401997 
5.69% 
5.59% 
6.39% 
7.31% 
5.26% 

1998 
5.70% 
5.69% 
6.25% 
7.18% 
5.19% 

April 1997 
Forecast (or 

1998 
6.07% 
6.07()/o 
6.71% 
7.66% 
5.86% 

There is marked difference in the DRI forecast for 1998 betw<X'n that given in 

April 1997 and that given in October 1997. AA Utility Bond (orecast was 7.66% in April 

and 7.18% in October, a decrease of 48 basis points Of nearly one-half of one pen:ent. 

ORA addressed the topic of financial model updates in its direct testimony, 

stating: 

"In each year's cost of capital proceeding, the cost of debt and prcierred 
stock estimates are updated to reflect ORI's October interest r"tes forecast. 
The financial models could also be revised to incorpof.1.te the lat(>St 
information, but a complete rerun of all the models is not possible under 
the time and resource constr.lints of this proceeding. 

"In 0.9-1·11·076, the Commission observed that the ,werage model result 
has roughly one half to two third sensitivity to changes in DRI's 3O-Year 
Treasury bond (orec"st. In ORA's t(>Slimony two years ago, ORA 
compared the change in model results (rom June 199-1 to October 1994. 
ORA's analysis showed that the sensitivity of the 3ver,'ge model result to 
the change in DIU's 3O·year Treasury bond forecast was about (our-(ifths. 
ORA concluded that financial model updates ghoen the compressed 
schedule imposed by the r.,te C.1.se plM\ governing the annual cost of 
capital proceeding would not be pr."tical. 111e Commission should usc 
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the change in interest rates results {rom the DRI update as a guide to 
approximate the change in financial model results, and consider this 
information in arri\'illg at its return on common equity authorization." 

\Ve appro\'e of these observations. In 0.94-11-076 we discussed the effect of 

interest rate changes between April and October on model (esults. We observed that, 

giving the OCF, CAPM, and RP models equal weight, the average ROE movement is 

approxinMtely 50% sensitive to forecast changes (57 CPUC2d 533,549.) Based on this 

year~s DRI update, \\o'e can conclude that the bare-bones financial models would 

produce lower results if run today. 

It should be noted that using the October ORi forecast for 1998 to update PG&E's 

Embedded Cost of Debt (7.36%) and Embedded Cost of Prcferroo Stock (6.65%), thesc 

costs remain doset}' coincident with PG&E's estimates as shown in its application. 

Discussion 
Ea.ch ycar the Commission convenes this proceedb\g to determine costs of capital 

of utilities in the Shorl term. This year PG&E is the single applicant, and its capital ratios 

and cost of long-tern\ debt and preferred stock are uncontested. The company, 

however, requests that its cost of COn'lmon equity be increased from the 11.60% that has 

been authorized for the past two years to 12.25%, an increase of 65 basis points. 

HaVing the object of making these proceedings manageable as wen as 

informative, the Commission has implemented an incremental approach, starling \'·lith 

the Commission's most cccent findings, and then using rffognized financial modeJs to 

indicate the direction and magnitude of changes. In assessing these changes, the 

Commission looks to consistency in the modeHng and an incremental approach in 

setting ROE. 

ooD and ORA have (ollowed the incrementa.l approach. TURN and KC have 

offered other evidence which we find to be be)'ond the scope of this proceeding. \Ve 

believe theS(' studies should first be examined in a workshop setting. Time conslr,\ints 

require such r('(erral. 

PG&E, having the burden of proving that an upward revision of its ROE is 

required, has not convinced us that the present ROE of 11.60% should be increased. 
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PG&E's quantitative case is shown to be seriously flawed, and its qualitative analysis is 

not supported by independent faels beyond its own opinion. \Ve can give no weight to 

the financial model analysis of PG&E because we cannot use it in our increnlental 

approach. 

There is no supporting e\'idelll~e that the assertions respecting increased risk 

because of the Commission's Policy Decision or its unbundling program are true. TIlere 

is evidertce that the enactment of AB 1890 "definitely enhanced" PG&E's long-term 

outlook. PG&E's reliance upon what it views as increaSing long-term interest rates is 

misplaced as the opposite appears true. 

The average of the five interest rate forecast decreases from April to October, 

supplied by DRI, is 47 basis points. The decrease in the AA Utility Bond from Aprit 

standing alone is 48 basis points. The decrease in the DRI interest rate forecasts (or AA 

utitities from October 1996 to this October is 74 basis points. While the bare-bones 

financial model results wete close to what they ",.ere last year, we find that with the 

updated DRI (OiCC.lst~1 these results would all decrease. 

Finding as we do in this case that PG&E's busint'SS and financial risks tend to be 

the san\e or less than they were last year, we wiU apply an adjustment to PG&E's ROll 

to reflect all of the evidence we have before us. \Ve exercise our judgment, based upon 

all of the evidence and determine that 40 basis points is an appropriate downward 

adjustment to PG&E's ROE (or the coming year. 

\Ve consider the impact of interest r,\te changes (rom last year to this )'ear. In 

particular We take into consider.ltion nondivClsifiable business risks, such as the stale of 

the economy and general interest r.ltes associated with individual utiliti('S or utility 

industries. (D.95-011-062, mimco. at 16, citing 57 CPUC2d al549·550). Tab!e 3 

den\Onstr.ltes yearly interest rate changes from Cktober to Cktober over the last eight 

years in comparison with our adopted ROE changes. Our consistent pr.lCtice has been to 

moder.lte changes in ROll relative to changes in interest r.ltes in order to increase the 

stability of ROE over time. (Id. at 17.) As shown in Table 3, we have moderated the 

change in the ROE that we adopt today consistent with such moderations in the past. 
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YCl1r 

1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 

. 1997 
1998 

Notes: 

Table 3 
Interest Rate ChangesConlpared to ROE Changes 
fortYtlst Illteresl lilt. Rate C/uHige Authorized ROE Chauge 

Raft' (%) (-) (Basis Poinls) ROE (%) (H) (Basis Polnls) 
9.76% - 12.85 .. 13.00 -
9.10 -66 12.65 -20 to -35 
8.32 ·78 11.80 - 11.90 -75 to ·85 

6.76 ... 156 10.85 - 11.00 ·80 to ·100 
8.37 161 12.00 - 12.10 100 to 120 
7.29 .. 108 11.60 -40 to-SO 
7.92 63 11.60 0 
7.18 ·74 11.40 .. 20 

- DRI interest ratc (o/tX'asts (or AA utilities, ()(tOOer 1997 repolt. 
H ROE I anges (or san Diego Gas &. EltXtlk Company, rG& E, Southern 

California. Gas Company and Soulhern Califomia Edison Company. ROE ranges 
do not include PG&E Pipeline. 

It has also been our practice (ocoJ\sider the (rectit risk of the applicant. In selling 

ROE, we must be mindful of the impact of our adopted ROE and capital structure on 

the utility's times interest coverage. A signific.mt impact may affect such utility's (red it 

rating by the major credit rating agendes. Reduction of a utility's credit r.lting (ould 

impede borrowing potential or increase debt costs. 

Table 4 sets (OIth the pre-tax interest (overage based on the l{OR adopted today 

and the bond ratings (rom the n\ajor (red it agencies. The guidelines in Table 4.1 are 

included to assess where PG&E falls within the rating system. 

Table 4 
Pretax Interest Coverage Without Short·tern\ Debt 

Utility 1" lacs 1 Bond Rnli".~s 
COl\·m.~t· (x's) SliP MOI. .... fy's 

PG&E 3.91 At Al 
Average 

Note; Bond Ratings as of August, 1997. 
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Table 4.1 
S & P Guidelines (x·s) 

Electric Gas 
AA A AA A 

Above Average 3.50 2.75 3.75 3.00 
Average 4.00 3.50 4.25 3.75 
Below Average ---- 4.50'·· ---- 4.25 

\Ve rc(ognize thatPC&E's ratings atc not set merely by capital structures and 

ROB considetations. However, we can conclude from Tables 4 and 4.1 that the ROE we 

adopt today will not negatively impact PG&E's current bond ratings. 

Tabte 5 shows a comparison of the ROR we adopt today along with the 

estimated revenue requirement impacts of our decision. 

Table 5 
PG&H Adopted (%) 

11'17 J~8 M·'r ld Piffiml1Ct 
AI<I\JriuJ Rri"M(J TN'" In7 

Debt 46.20 46.20 46.20 0.00 
Debt Cost 7.52 7.37 7.36 (0.14) 
Prderrcd 5.80 5.80 5.80 0.00 
Preferred Cost 7.04 6.65 6.65 (0.39) 
Equity 48.00 48.00 48.00 0.00 
ROE 11.60 12.25 11.40 (0.20) 
ROI{ 9.45 9.67 9.26 (0.19) 

C$timJttJ Rrrolut ~'i" ir(mi'tlf ChJntt ElectriC' ($25,700) 
fAfJll;"~u' Gas ($8.000) 

Retroactive Adjustment 
Both TURN and ORA propose that the Commission adopt a 1998 ROE for PG&E, 

but make it subjed to adjustment based upon the outcome of next year's unbundled 

cost of capital proceeding. 

PG&E/s Opening Brief opposes this idea, stating: 
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"The Commission has already rejected this proposal in 0.97-08-056. In the 
proceeding leading up that decision, TURN argued that PG&E's 
unbundled cost of capital should be determined in a subsequent 
proceeding, and that the unbundled cost of capital thus determined 
should then be applied retroactively for 1998. (0.97-08-056, mimeo, p. 18.) 
The Commission adopted only part of TURN's proposal; it decided to 
determine an unbundled (ost of capital (or 1999. (0.97-08-056, mimoo, 
p. 19.) Ordering paragraph 8 explicitly states that next yearis (ost of 
capitat proceeding wilt review PG&Eis cost of capital (or the 1999 tcst 
year. (0.97-08-056, mimeo p. 62.)" 

0.97-08-056 exptesses our intenlto entertain cost of capital proceedings on an 

unbundled basis for calendar year 1999 rather than for 1998, and we continue to believe 

that intention to reflect the proper regulatory cOurse. 

As 000 observes with respect to the proposal lor retroactive adjustment of costs 

of capital: 

"Certainly, it could be argued that such a treatment would cause 
uncertainly with regard to investors' expectations. DOD is of the opinion 
that the outcome of this proceeding should not ([eate uncertainty that 
could be used as support (or a higher return on common equity at a later 
date. The annual attrition review which takes place in Cali(ornia has the 
distinct advantage of reducing regulatory risk by providing the 
opportunity to revisit the cost of capital on a regular and relatively short
term basis rtllher than waiting (or market conditions to trigger an 
ittiti.lti\'e to bring a case to the Commission." 

Workshops 
ORA strongly recommends ROJ{ workshops lor PG&E1 San Diego Gas &. Electric 

Company (SDG&E)I and Southern California Edison Company (Edison) in order to 

accomplish the Commission's goal of unbundling regulated and unregulated utility 

services in 1998. PG&E and KC also support the idea of prefiling \\forkshops to be held 

in advance of next YCM'S cost of ,.lpitat proceeding in order to allow the parties to 

explore methodologies for unbundling the cost of c<lpitat 

Noting that the next cost of c<lpitat proceeding is scheduled to commence in 

May 19981 PG&E proposes that workshops be convened in January 1998. 
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For 1998, the utilities' filings for ROR and ROE will not utilize the incremental 

basis we apply in this decision, but will propose unbundling of long-term debt, 

preferred stock, and shareholders' equity to correspond to the business realities of 1998 

when largely regulated distribution assets must be separated from largel}' deregulated 

generation assets. Thus, next year's cost of capital proceeding will be substantially 

different {rom those of recent years. 

ORA's brief summarizes the issue: 

"The gist of the problem is that the old, [ully regulated approach 
considers risks involving all of the different utllity assets, while a different 
business environment will exist for California electric utilities in 1998. The 
challenge [or this Commission will be to move to this l1e\\' unbundled 
environment while sli1l providing a reasonable and fair ROR and ROE (or 
PG&E in 1998 commensurate with the actual irWestn'lent risk as reqUired 
by the law.U 

Our review of the record in this procccding, including the testimony of TURN 

and KC, persuades us that an early start by \vay of workshops directed to the topic of 

developing methodologies to match ROR and ROE to regutatcd and nonrcguJated 

utility services is appropriate. \Ve will set such pt<xeedings in motion prior to February 

1998. 

PG&E, SDG&E and Edison will be asked to participate in the workshops 

together with ORA, TURN, DOD, and KC. Other utilities and entities may participate as 

well. 

The workshop sessions wilt aHow utilities and parties to share their progress in 

developing unbundling ROR and ROE nlethodotogics. In the informal workshop 

selling, all parties can cooper.,tively forge the methodologies required (or 1999 forward 

or, alternatively, develop individual positions which will be known to all parties prior 

to utility ROR and ROE liIings in 1998. Thus, there will be a saving of lime in the formal 

proceed ings. 

The Energy Division is directed to organize and moderate the workshop and to 

prepare a report on the results of the workshop. The Energy Division shall serve the 

report on all parties to this pr<xeeding and OIl all electric utilities. 11\l' report may, if 
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appropriate. serve as the basis for a fulure ruJemaking or investigation on unbundling 

ROR and ROE, or it may be introduced as an exhibit in proceedings initiated by the 

utilities' May 1998 filings. The uses the report will be put to will depend on its (on tent. 

Comments 
Pursuemt to the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. the proposed 

decision (PD) of the assigned Administrative Law Judge for this proceeding was fitcd 

on October 31, 1997. Comnlents and/or Reply Comments were filed by PG&E, ORA, 

OOD, TURN, and KC. 

Our review of the comment filings persuades us that some nonsuhstantive 

clarifications of the PD arc in order. 

PG&E has calculated that the PD's effcct on revenue requirements will be an 

electric decrease of $25.7 million and a natural gas decrease of $8.0 million. We accept 

those estimates and change the PO accordingly. 

Several parties suggest lhal lhe purpose of the ordered \\'orkshops should be 

clarified. and we do so. 

The focus of the \\rorkshops ordered hl this proceeding is to explore 

methodologies designed to unbundle the cost of equity /capital as opposed to 

addressing the rnethodo!ogies advanced by KC in the context of the pr~scnt proceeding. 

\Ve do not order workshops to explore KC methodology because we arc 

persuaded that the unbundling process dictates that the bener directional use of 

Con\mission resourccs is toward (ormulating new unbundling processes rather than 

refining existing bundled strategies. 

TURN comments that the PO's treatment of its position in this case should be 

addr~ssed by appropriate findings (Public Utilities Code Section 1705.) The TURN 

discussion is amended and findings of fact added to the PD. 

ORA's comments include a rcquest that the Commission order further funding 

(or its participation in next year's cost of capito"~ proceedings. PG&E opposes the request 

on the ground that the question of whether to use the utility conlpanies as a 

supplemental source of budgeting was not mentioned on the rccord in this proceeding 
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and should not be a maUer dedded ,\'ilhout considering its significant poticy 

implications. \Ve agree with applicant. 

Findings of Fact 
l. Each year, PG&E applies to the Commission for authority to establish its 

authorized ROE~ its authorized capital struchlre, and its overall ROR. 

2. The present application seeks Commission approval for calendar }'ear 1998 of the· 

following capital ratios and costs: 

Description 

Long-Ternl Debt 
PrcCerred Stock 
Common Equity 
Total 

Capital Ratios 

46.20% 
5.80% 

48.00% 
100.00% 

7.37% 
6.65% 

12.25% 

lVeighted Cost 

3.40% 
0.39% 
5.88% 
9.67% 

3. No party challenged applicant's recommended cost of preferred stock and long

term debt, 110r has any party chaltenged its recommended capital structure. These 

unopposed recommendations leave only the ROE in dispute. 

4. The Commission determines ROE in an incremental manner. Each year the 

Commission (onsiders many factors when determining the incremental change in ROE, 

including but not Iin1ited to, results from (ertain financial models~ shifts in interest 

rates, changes in the economy, and the credit worthiness of the applicant. 

5. The Commission relies on tluC(' financial models for forecasting ROE. These are 

the discounted cash flow (DCF) model, the risk premium (RP) model, and the capital 

asset pricing model (CAPM). While the absolute values of outputs from these models 

do not set ROE, they do provide a valuable guide in our analysis, which is tempered 

with a great de.ll of jUdgment. 

6. DOD and ORA have followed the inctemental approach as established in our 

prior decisions. 

7. TURN and KC have submitted tott,), beginning to end, ROE studies which are 

beyond the scope of this proceeding. 
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8. The proposal by TURN and ORA that the ROE found reasonable in this 

pro<:eeding be retroactively adjusted at a later time is contrary to D.97·08"()56. 

9. ROR workshops to commence prior to February 1998 on the topic of unbundled 

utility services are in the public interest. 

10. PG&E's business and financial risks tend to be equal to or less in 1997lhan they 

were in 1996. 

11. PG& E has not proved that its ROE should be increased over the existing 

11.60%. 

12. DOD and ORA, along with the DRI October interest ratc focffasts, have 

affirmatively demonstrated that PG&E/s ROE should be decreased from last year's 

11.60%. 

13. The DRI Update shows interest rate forecasts for 199810 be 47 or 48 basis points 

less in October 1997 than they were at the lime the parties to this pro<:ccding prepared 

their exhibits. 

14. Exercising Our judgment, based upon all the evidence before us, We find a 40 

basis point downward adjustment to PG&E's ROE to be reasonable. 

15. The following capital ratios and costs for PG&E for calendar year 1998 arc 

reasonable: 

Long-Term Debt 
Prclerred Stock 
Common Equity 
Total 

Capital Ratios 

46.20% 
5.80% 

48.00% 
100.00% 

7.36% 
6.65% 

11.20% 

lVeighted Cost 

3.40% 
0.39% 
5.38% 
9.17% 

16. There is insuWdent evidence on the rc<:ord to support a finding oC ROE 

different from that determined by using the increment .. " approach. 

Conclusions of Law 
1. The capital ratios and costs sct (orlh in Finding of Fact 15 should be adopted. 

2. ROn \Vockshops set forth in Finding of Fact 9 should be ordered. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Pacific Gas and Electric Cornpany's costs of capital for calendar year 1998 arc 

adopted, as follows: 

Description Capital Ratios Cost \Veighted Cost 

Long-Tern\ Debt 46.20% 7.36% 3.40% 
Preferred Stock 5.80% 6.65% 0.39% 
Common Equity 48.00% 11.20% 5.38% 
Total 100.00% 9.17% 

2. The Commission's Energy Division will convene Rate of Return workshops to 

commence prior to February 1998 on the topic of developing methodologies to match 

ratc of return and retum on equity to regurated and nonregulated utility services. The 

Energy Division shall prepare a report on the results of the workshop and serve it On all 

parties to this proceeding and on all electric utilities. 

3. This docket is dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated December 16, 1997, at San Fri\ncisco, California. 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
President 

JESSIEJ. KNIGIIT,JR 
I IBNRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. B1LAS 

Commissioners 
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